
THE CIRCUMCISION OF GEORGE OVERGAARD

     There was no record anywhere that Hitler, personally, had 

ever killed a Jew – or anyone else for that matter – and yet 

Overgaard found himself condemning him as a murderer.  It was not 

possible to deal with the Stern family – with Dr. Stern in 

particular – without feeling either vengeful or culpable over the 

six million deaths in World War II. And now with Dr. Stern 

reciting the Passover dinner service in halting Hebrew and 

guttural English, with Dr. Stern’s index finger constantly 

pointing to the heavens, whirling and jabbing to amplify the 

mystic meaning of the Exodus from Egypt – with these things, and 

with Annie Stern tracing circles on his thigh under the table, he 

felt that he belonged, that he wanted to become a Stern, then he 

would be willing to convert to Judaism.

Dr. Stern glowered at him as though he had read his mind.

Lowering his head branch scratch that his hand, Dr. Stern cited

at him across the index finger and proclaim, almost as an

integral part of the service, “George Overgaard, I reject you.”

Annie’s fingers clench kiss me. This is Stern coughed. They,

the other daughter, Lauren her face but apprehensively peeped up

and him. Even phase children, incessantly giggling at the funny



Hebrew words but now sensing necessity in response to Dr. Stern’s

proclamation, silence themselves and look from one person to

another.

Without disturbing Annie’s hand, Overgaard shifted in the

shaky card table chair and instantly recoiled at the metallic

quitting which seemed to announce his inadequacy. Dr. Stern

waited, gave him an extra 30 seconds and then grunted, again

raised his hand and his finger and, with the birth barest

suggestion is here, resumed his prayers.

Now Overgaard braced himself for development and his knee.

He wanted either a sympathetic squeeze or an angry push. As her

fingers remained tight but absolutely immobile, a plan to turn to

look at her, but he was afraid of a further betrayal from the

card table chair. From the side of his eye he saw the red and

black shoulder and sleeve of her blouse, disappearing at the

elbow under the tablecloth. Directly in front of him the English

text is the prayer book faded out of focus, and the bold Hebrew

characters leaped out at him, their mysterious dots and lines

forming a cipher which he knew he could solve, given only the

time and help to do it.

From the other side of his eye he saw Dr. Stern sees his

wine glass. As he lifted and he with withdrew her hand. When she

raised her glass, he raised his, trembled a little his Dr. Stern

bless the Lord for creating the through the vine, and then



hastily filled his mouth with the suite Mogen David Concorde and

grant and gradually swallowed it, welcoming the warmth which

promptly began to diffuse outward from his color.

Abruptly Dr. Stern closed his prayer book and smacked his

fist onto the table. There was an obedient and is teeniest

silence. “Tonight,” Dr. Stern declared, Bessie even that one word

with the full force of his extraordinary personality, “we observe

in occasion of special significance his family.”

Although Dr. Stern was looking with his small eyes crossed

the table and Mr. Overgaard felt that his gaze was deflected and

directed him personally. The feeling arose because the formality

of his diction, which portended a momentous and awesome

pronouncement. Overgaard almost trembled again as he waited and

year and leaned over for any job him and caress him.

“Tonight,” Dr. Stern repeated, this time using a rising tone

which brought him to the very brink of his pronouncement,

“tonight, 27 March, 1964, this family celebrates the 25th

anniversary of its escape – it’s Exodus, if you will – from

Frankfurt in Germany to Basel in Switzerland. I shall not

describe the details of the years of hiding in the secret

preparation for which preceded that Exodus. I omit those details

because there is not a person in this room – interrupted himself

and turned to face husband – “with the exception of you, Arthur,

and your children, and with the exception of you, George, was not



fully and Siebel and intimately familiar with the animals engines

is stable in which we conceal ourselves. With respect to our

border crossing itself, I should say only that we vividly recall

the machine gun fire and that we are the memory of her son,

Fritz, who – by pure coincidence – would have been 40 years old

tonight.”

His speech finished, Dr. Stern sat back for the first time

sat back. For the first time since Overgaard had known him he

appeared to be exhausted his tiny face was white but network with

triangular gray creases. His cheeks and jowls although clean-

shaven shaven was dimpled with black and white Mr. Bonds his lips

very big enough to form about seem to these stained with purple

for the wine.

And now Overgaard, stymied at the absolutely unprecedented

grouping of Dr. Stern shoulders, closed his eyes hand, under the

concealment of his lips lids, shifted them toward any, click them

open, took a quick picture of her profile and shattered them

again as quickly as he could. Nothing in the curve cheek or

arrowhead of lipstick worse wish my last reveal whether she had

detected the transformation her father.

Unwilling to appear too long withdrawn, he looked again at

Dr. Stern and Harold disputed lips. There was a peripheral

fluttering as women rose and went to the kitchen to serve dinner.

And he made no ascertainable single, barely brushing against him.



At the other end of the table, the children babbled and, and

Arthur, the rotund plastics salesman, whispered medleys from his

repertoire of popular music.

Overgaard now had the foreboding that somehow he himself

would be proved guilty for Dr. Stern transformation. He realized

that he had been scoffing silently during the speech. Not one

word of the speech had been new to him. If Frist were still

living, he could not have been more frequently a subject of

discussion in the Stern household. Concerning the stable and

machine gun fire, Dr. Stern’s gift of language and often

transported Overgaard to the stable and to the border, where he

had seen and where he had seen and smelled the terror, heard the

storm trooper boots, on the floor planks, tasted the skinny

chickens boiled in the brackish well water which was drawn only

in concealment of the darkened night.

The so set perceptions were so completely real to him – he

could conjures and now – then he began to resent the rejection

which Dr. Stern proclaimed. He felt perfectly qualified to be a

part of this family. Indent is share my coming to hate Hitler, by

overcoming his moral indifference to the slaughter which had

taken place, by committing himself to a family with regard it’s

Exodus from Germany as the unsurpassable event of his collective

existence.

Only only although already jousted with Dr. Stern –



deliberately provoked him and discussions about Nazism, knowing

he would react mechanically and spew out arguments and by to

approve the vignettes of the treachery of his countrymen, he had

come to a perfect acceptance of Dr. Stern paranoiac preoccupation

with the Exodus. Dr. Stern, and honored Prof. Of physiology, a

man of wealth, a friend of generals, station even to the highest

Nazis, whose forebears had abandoned their faith three

generations before – in short an exemplary citizen of the third

Reich – had been seized being, permitted to by an SS acquaintance

to escape to join his family, to forsake his career, to abandon

his property and to establish the most secret and dangerous

residence for three years on the outskirts of Frankfurt

Frankfurt, in a stable, along with chickens, pigs and marauding

guerrilla games of enormous field reps.

As Danny had said once Overgaard, “you understand perfectly.

You do everything but suffer.” Now, with the women returned to

the table and the meal about to commence, Overgaard sensed a new

crisis is Dr. Stern Frau and reached was air Corp. Jacket pocket.

It was extraordinary gesture, but there was the intuition of

guilt in Overgaard mind. The Internet incident he saw the folded

sheet of newspaper – possibly the instant before he sought – he

recognize a momentous the monstrous crime he committed against

Dr. Stern.



Dr. Stern opened the page, smooths in front of his place,

scanned, flipped it over and then began to read aloud:

“University officials this morning rejected student an Jewish war

veterans petitions to withdraw permission for speech tomorrow

night in Talcott Hall by Jeremy Warwick, newly elected Chancellor

of the American Nazi boarded. Dean of students George Overgaard

stated that the Nazis student party had complied with all

University regulations and who and was entitled to use the

Talcott Hall auditorium. Meanwhile police sources indicated that

a special detailed 30 officers will be his assigned to preserve

order in the face of demonstrations which have been scheduled by

the Jewish war veterans.”

As Overgaard listen listed lessoned, blood flooded to his

face it Annie’s hand found his need. He did not he did not reply.

There was a latest top fish in front of him, and he BNT Dr. Stern

did not comment. He, too, began to eat fierce armistice settled

over the table during the remainder of the meal not one word was

said except by the children and by say and Arthur in question

them later as soon as the desert was he, Overgaard excused

himself and went home to think

– 0 –

 It was late Sunday afternoon, the next day. It was the

first full day of Passover, and it was even Easter. Outside it



was raining, but it was a jury and sluggish rain rather than the

than angry or gentle rain, and he could not detected any open for

this evening.

Annie’s hair was tickling his lips her hedonist her need

rested on his I with full waited for leg, and her head was lines

of the cut off the circulation in his arm. With her nose against

his neck, she breeze open mouse, after each sauce nor human

Zephyr of exhalation easy shoulder. Oblong pools of perspiration

clung to the chaotic interlacing of her hair and seems which are

forming across his chest.

His fingers were useless, one on tingling and pinned under

the pillow, the other free and asking his this we bowed to

pressure cheek (paralyzed listed disturb her.

He decided to synchronize his breathing was hers. For

perhaps 30 seconds they were perfect chord, then he began to need

more air, and he broken with him. He could not keep up with the

astonishing cycle per second which he maintained even in sleep.

She was racing through life, not only in respiration and

perceptions and in dazzling bolt inside and speech. When you

first met her, she’d come in for help in using computers, and she

had her own so quickly through or frozen program proposal that he

could not understand her. Midway, almost desperately, he has

started the tape recorder, and later, playing back replaying and

traveling transcribing my hand, he could he had to reconstruct



which he had said. Along with comprehending her, he had time

during was amazed him alone at 200 words per minute which had

fired at him and elegant syntax and effortless grace and

accuracy.

Even asleep now, even aside from her breathing, she was in

the fastest flight. Her knee was up posture scratch that her knee

up posture was that of a sprinter. Her arm on his chest was then

visit the pump was another stride. Bud being asleep, she was

caught still, like the image on one frame of movie film.

Virtually all that he knew of her income from such static

glimpses. He had had to marshal his academic resources to cope

with her would be willing velocity. Treating her like a problem

the statistics laboratory, being inundated with Spates of first

data from every conversation, he had gone of samples, and, when

he had interpreted them, he confronted her.

After the faculty meeting when she outlined political

science departments population flow study, he walked her home.

They stop for coffee and the campus girl, and there, in their

first social conversation he told her quote 5% of everything you

say is moralizing if you say hundred words, five of them will

pass judgment on someone or something.”

He blurted out. Intended only to approach or by using the

one assured inferencing had about her, but instantly he was

paralyzed by the Crimson twist annoyance which on the plunged



across her face as she jerk back her head and, and scowled and

waved her forefinger I him.

“And you exclamation” she said, her voice quivering. “To

you, numbers are everything. Starving human beings is a control

on a card. You presided these meetings is your precious computers

can’t be troubled with the mundane problems of mankind. You’re

smart, Mr. Overgaard but you a lot learn.”

Now, as he lay beside her, flexing his fingers to gain

circulation his arm, wanted her to remain asleep so the so that

he could continue to absorb the vitality of her presence, there

were implicit – in this very process of observing her – all of

the vibrant and animating lesson she had taught him.

Nothing in all of his earlier experience had prepared him

for her. To put in a better way, everything – every single thing

– had prepared him for her. He had been a fragment of human

being. He had been unaware – except for a from the theoretical

knowledge of Freud – that there were seizing parts of himself

which he would drop to the surface as she exposed him to the new

ways of thinking and living at the new kinds of people.

More than 20 years before he met her, on September 1, 1939,

on the day when Hitler’s Panzer divisions strict anti-bombers

into Poland, he left his post at the soda fountain and went into

the back room were usually his father makes the prescriptions

aware that they his father and his monster, Iowa cronies leaned



over the so-called table radio, dissecting the news.

“Six months,” his father pronounced. “Will be added in six

months. So Jews are out to stop him this time.”

Always he remembered his skepticism that his father’s

remark. The six months he did not doubt – if his father said it,

it would be true, but there was not a Jew, not one Jew, in

Munster, and he could not understand how Jews collectively and

elsewhere could have the power to bring the country into war.

Later, when he was in the Army he decided the Jews were quick and

warmhearted but entirely ordinary. When the war was over and he

was stationed at the hospital Rulon, he saw a dozen skeletal

survivors of the concentration camps and he, and he pitied them,

but they were ordinary – merely victims of a degenerate political

system. It did not occur to him them that Hitler was a sadist

editor murderer.

In the 1960s after his fourth dinner at the at Annie’s home.

He returned to this apartment where now he the next to her, and

as he lay there trying to sleep, suddenly began to cry for Fritz

and for other relatives them friends of the Stearns. The only

interpretation he made the sorrow was in the love Danny.

To love Danny was to want to marry her, but with stirring of

his feelings there came confusion. No longer was he able to

comprehend her by extrapolating from swiftly gathered samples.

Every word and every gesture became crucially significant. There



was a certain phrase – quote that me make myself clear” – which

he regularly inserted into her explanations. It was grading man

you’re in mannerisms, but, before he knew that he loved her, it

was to him nothing more than mannerisms – word most objective

manifestation of her mental superiority. Later on it became

either a slashing condemnation of his inability to experience

human feelings or else a tender attempt to guide him in the

labyrinths of her emotions.

On Tuesday night, after the first successful run of her

computer program, they were celebrating at a nightclub. With her

hot hand, she led him to the dance floor. The instant he tried to

make conversation, she tightened her embrace, stroked his neck

was her fingers and pressed her soft cheek and lips against him.

“Just told me,” she whispered, her voice and percent enveloping

him.

“Marry me,” he answered.

Tonight throughout dinner they did not speak but

communicated with looks, with adolescent I’m fluttering and with

laughter over nothing. Her face was flushed the intense for had

furloughs were gone. In the semi darkness, her only blemish, the

hairs all over her upper lip, was invisible. Her mouth was

relaxed and full in the triangles Archie and. Paragraph

Later, and his apartment – amazing that his insurance and

loving her, reveling in her surpassing delight, he said again,



“marry me.”

Room was dark but he saw her alongside him in ghostly planes

and angles, her back against the pillow, her knees drawn up and

her arms locked around them. “My father is an atheist,” she said,

shrugging to indicate that she’d given a complete answer.

As he grappled to understand, knowing only that she had

rejected him, clammy spasms needed his stomach. Earlier in their

acquaintance, he would’ve waited for her say more, so that

ultimately he could induce meaning, Byron is night he dared to

reveal his uncertainty and again he said, quote open marry me.”

She she stretched out and lay full-length against him. “You

don’t belong,” she explained. “We are not choose who of the

kinship scratch that we are Jews who have a kinship with every

Jew alive and with every Jew did. In Germany we did not think of

ourselves as choose at all until Hitler thrust Adonis, but we

were Jews nevertheless. A Jewish person who suffers went into his

injured.”

That night, in that moment, without being it was understand

her, he accepted her logic. Septet this acceptance was an act of

faith in her, and imposed a terrible condition on him, because

its premise was that he did not belong. He began to study

Judaism, starting With the article of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica, and during his last 15 months he brought himself

closer and closer to the announcement, which she’d been planning



to make at the Passover Seder last night, they was going to

convert. The conversion was going to be devoid of religious

conviction. Like Dr. Stern, he was an atheist, but above

everything else he wanted to belong.

Only an hour ago, discussing the dinner with her, he had

unveiled his decision. “Next week I’m going into the hospital, he

had said. Open quote I’m going to be circumcised.”

Open quote open, no exclamation” she had answered, covering

her face with her hands her arms uplifting and squashing her

breasts. “George you don’t understand you’re going through the

motions of conversion just a policeman he and I won’t accept that

if I were to marry you even within it would be his new be is will

be his so much out of by religion is I married you in the first

place. There are millions were circumcised, and I doubt that 10%

are Jews.”

He replied ruefully, “that sounds like my kind of argument.”

I learned from you, she had said. “Would you like his

compassion even if you had faith, it would not be enough. I was

not in one of the camps. I was lucky, price of girlfriend drape,

clubbed to death in my schoolyard. I saw 50 people jammed into

one truck, being carried to God knows where. You – you saw

things, but you found them interesting, quaint, possibly

abusing.”



“Any!” He had shouted, trying to be angry. “Those Jews are

dead you’re trying to live in the past. Maybe you feel guilty

that you survived why don’t you wake up? Hitler is dead.”

Instantly she sat up straight her arm out her finger

accusing him, a. “Hitler is not did you, George Overgaard you are

bringing. You are bringing him here tonight.”

–0– 

he was standing poised against one of the huge carved wooden

doors at the outer interest Talcott Hall. The solid Oak panel,

both Bridget shoulder blades, and pulled him as he watched the

mob beginning to form across the Street.

So far the police WordPerfect command. Four squad cars

barricaded intersection, their headlights on, their spotlights

glaring, their refreshers like bonfire flames weirdly illuminated

the faces and the cardboard placards officers on foot patrol back

and forth along the curb, and plainclothes been were mingling

with the mob on the side of the street, a policeman at each side

of him and decide him at the entrance collected the admission

tickets and turned away anyone would not been invited

To judge by the flowing to the Hall, it was already half

filled with new arrivals materializing out of the darkness more

more quickly now the nine o’clock approached. Most of these

rivals were townspeople. He was amazed only about 20 students had

come.



Subtly rhythmic clapping began for cross the street. He

braced himself and look down Collins Avenue for Jeremy works car.

It did not appear. The clapping grew stronger and stronger. The

placards began to flutter and started moving from left to right

as role of pictures began to March. Again he looked down Collins

Avenue, but their but there still was no sign. The found was very

warming itself, with the up its hysteria, preparing itself for

the kill.

The riff flashes made it difficult to identify individual

faces, but behind one of the officers there was a small man who

might be Dr. Stern. Although Annie had promised not to come, he

watched for her but could not see distinctly enough to recognize

or.

Now the crowd began to cheers of newcomers. “Till the

fascists!” A man screamed. “Murderers! Nazi butchers exclamation

send them to Germany exclamation Auschwitz! All by!” At first

each call sounded clearly in the damp air, and then cries mingled

into one angry and anguish wailing.

If there had not been people walking past and into the Hall,

he would’ve covered his ears. He was horrified at the patrolman

at the curb stood casually, their hands on their hips or their

back pockets, for five of them clustered indifferently one place

seemingly conversing. There was sudden sharp explosion from the

center the Street. The put, turned slowly watch the with the



smoke from a fire cracker, and one of them back in the benefit of

the crowd and escorted him to the squad car.

Unexpectedly one particular placard was made it was amazing

red light, and he saw any caring it. He rested his Street was

halfway across before it he realized that was not she. He

returned to his place at the door began to search anxiously for

the police Capt. To find out if they had their tear gas ready.

Magnified 1000 pulled a thousandfold by the mob, there was

erupting all the hatred which the Stern family had stored up for

quarter-century it was an incredible blood thirst. Tonight was

their night for vengeance, their night to that to let fascists

blood, the slower the assassins would slaughter their brothers

and sisters, their mothers and fathers, their sons and daughters.

As his own fury mounted he saw Fritz, sprawled across the

Swiss border the image disappeared immediately and he began to

quiver, his legs first his arms next and then his whole body.

There was blood on his tongue from his having been slip

Behind the door at his back, the police said place all of

the weapons – pop bottles, change, a slope that’s – confiscated

from the mob. He walked around and, as events as he bent selected

a bottle the mob wailing became of violence scream.

Quickly ran to the center discreet. Straight down the middle

of Collins Avenue marked a phalanx of men, each one – except the

man in front – caring a flaming torch. There were still block



away he concealed the bottle under his jacket and waited.

Now huge floodlights went out onto the crowd from one of the

squad cars. He turned to look for Annie, and, as he did, he was

astonished – the mob consisted of no more than 15 or 20 people.

There were men and women his own age there was a placard which

said, quote Jewish war veterans history post number 89 fears

fascism.” Another room red, it can’t happen here – we hope!”

Someone called his name. He turned and saw the student with

his girlfriend. There were entry the Hall, as if on an ordinary

date. “Some fun a – hey, Mr. Overgaard? The student yelled.

He felt drained of energy the hysteria was entirely in his

own mind. Him he had been tricked the you. The puny mob might

well have gathered for a basketball game or for the spring film

Festival. He felt drained of energy he wanted to fling the way

the pop bottle, is ludicrous instrument of revenge.

Although his body fell still still was quivering his mind

cleared, and he saw that his anger and shifted was directing

itself against any and Dr. Stern were not bothering to be

present, probably inflamed him, pretty wasted. Again she and he

has in a point is percent preoccupation with the past. Now he

stood, cool the transfigured is a phalanx proved here. In the

center, recognizable from handle photographs was Jeremy Warwick.

Using, short, blonde man of 22 or 23. He was grinning and waving

to the crowd. The three men on either side of him – his entire



phalanx – sheepishly goose-step, struggled awkwardly with their

torches and creation the chemicals the crowd.

Warwick stop drinking front of him. “Hi exclamation” he

said, shrugging his arm straight up into the class absolute.

Quote “I presume you are Chartier. How’s he attended attendance”

Quote “fine,” or Overgaard answered

He felt ashamed at the absurdity of his confrontation as he

studied Warwick’s freckled cheeks, he decided to terminate

forever the monstrous nonsense about is not belong in. He was

through the bottle from his jacket and raising shoulder high.

Taking careful aim on warmth black and white armband he swung the

ball as hard as he could his arch quickly and Lera floodlights,

and it smashed subtly against his tiny bronze safety. Which is

the swastika forward from virtually.




